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Abstract
Term graph rewriting is concerned with the representation of functional ex­
pressions as graphs, and the evaluation of these expressions by rule-based 
graph transformation. Representing expressions as graphs allows to share 
common subexpressions, improving the efficiency of term rewriting in space 
and time. Besides efficiency, term graph rewriting differs from term rewrit­
ing in properties like termination and confluence. This paper is a survey 
of (acyclic) term graph rewriting, where emphasis is given to the relations 
between term and term graph rewriting. We focus on soundness of term 
graph rewriting with respect to term rewriting, on completeness for proving 
validity of equations and for computing term normal forms, on termination 
and confluence, and on term graph narrowing.
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1 Introduction
Term  graph rew riting is concerned w ith the  representation  of functional expres­
sions as graphs, and the  evaluation of these expressions by rule-based graph tran s­
form ation. Representing expressions as graphs is m otivated  by efficiency consid­
erations. Consider, for exam ple, the  following rew rite rules for defining m ultip li­
cation of na tu ra l num bers (where s denotes the  successor function on na tu ra l 
num bers ) :
X X 0 —> 0 
X X s(y) ->■ (x X y) +  X
In applying the  second rule to  an expression of the  form  t X s(u) ,  the  subex­
pression t has to  be copied. This is conspicuous when expressions are drawn as 
trees:
Copying t, however, is expensive in space and tim e if t is a large expression. Even 
worse, if t is not yet evaluated, all the  work necessary to  evaluate it is duplicated 
by the  above rew rite step.
An obvious solution to  this problem  is, instead of copying t, to  create two pointers 
to  the  existing subexpression t. The above rew rite step looks then  as follows:
The resulting graph is called a term  graph, and the  unique occurrence of t is said 
to  be shared. Evaluating this occurrence will correspond to  a parallel evaluation
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of the  two occurrences of t in the  expression it X u) +  t. Thus, sharing subex­
pressions saves not only space bu t also tim e th a t otherw ise would be wasted in 
repeatedly  evaluating equal subexpressions.
Rew riting te rm  graphs ra th e r th an  expressions, which come as strings or trees, 
has several consequences besides efficiency issues. This is because certain  rew rite 
sequences are prevented when subexpressions are shared. For exam ple, it m ay be 
possible to  apply two different rules, at the  same position, to  the  two occurrences 
of t in it  X u) +  t. These two independent steps are im possible if t is shared. 
As a result, te rm  graph rew riting m ay fail to  transform  an expression into an 
irreducible form. (This does not happen w ith the  above rules, though.) Moreover, 
we will see th a t te rm  graph rew riting differs from  conventional te rm  rew riting in 
properties like term ination  and confluence.
This paper intends to  be a survey of te rm  graph rew riting, where the  scope is 
restric ted  to  acyclic te rm  graphs. Dealing w ith acyclic graphs allows to  relate 
te rm  graph rew riting w ith the  rich theory  of te rm  rew riting. (See the  tex tbook 
[11] for a com prehensive survey of te rm  rew riting.) In fact, acyclic te rm  graph 
rew riting can be seen as a sound im plem entation of te rm  rew riting, which more 
accurately reflects the  properties of real im plem entations. A pplication areas of 
te rm  and te rm  graph rew riting include theorem  proving, functional and logic 
program m ing, software specification, and com puter algebra.
O ur presentation  stresses the  relations between te rm  and te rm  graph rewriting. 
We focus on soundness of te rm  graph rew riting w ith respect to  te rm  rew riting, 
on com pleteness for proving validity of equations and for com puting te rm  norm al 
forms, on term ination  and confluence, and on te rm  graph narrowing. Some further 
topics are briefly m entioned in Section 9. To keep this survey concise, proofs are 
given only occasionally.
A c k n o w le d g e m e n ts .  The au thor wishes to  thank  Oliver Dressier, A nnegret 
Habel, B erthold Hoffmann, Jan  W illem  Klop and Jiirgen Miiller for providing 
com m ents on a previous version of this paper.
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2 A bstract R eduction  System s
Rew riting system s (also called reduction or replacem ent system s) are m eans to 
com pute by a stepwise transform ation  of objects. These objects m ay be strings, 
term s, form ulas, graphs or any other entities from  a given dom ain. The present 
paper is concerned w ith rew riting system s over the  dom ains of term s and te rm  
graphs. Several concepts and properties of rew riting system s can be defined and 
studied independently  from  specific dom ains, having the  advantage th a t abstract 
properties of relations can be separated  from  properties depending on the  struc­
tu re  of objects.
A bstract reduction system s are sets together w ith a b inary  relation representing 
elem entary transform ation  steps. They were studied the  first tim e by N ewm an [80] 
and system atically  applied in influential papers of Rosen [93] and H uet [52], In 
the  following some basic notions and facts for abstrac t reduction system s are 
collected. Further concepts and results can be found, for exam ple, in [9, 11, 16, 
28, 52, 56, 66]. As the  term inology in the  lite ra tu re  is not com pletely uniform , 
alternative term s are given in parentheses.
D efin it io n  2.1 (A b s tr a c t  r ed u c t io n  s y s te m )
An abstract reduction system  (A, —y) consists of a set A  and a b inary  relation —>■ 
on A.
For the  rest of this section, let (A, —y) be an a rb itra ry  abstrac t reduction system. 
Given two elem ents a and 6 in A such th a t (a, b) £ — this is denoted by a —>■ b. 
The inverse relation of —>■ is denoted by , and the  com positon of two binary 
relations — and —>2 on A  is w ritten  — o —y2-
D efin it io n  2.2
(1) The identity  on A  is the  relation —>° =  {(a,  a) | a £ A}.
(2) The reflexive closure of —>■ is the  relation —>■ =  —> U —>°.
(3) For every n >  0, the  n-fold composition  of —>■ is the  relation
(4) The transitive closure of —>■ is the  relation —>+ =  U„>o —>n.
(5) The transitive-reflexive closure of —>■ is the  relation — =  —>+ U —>°.
(6) The sym m etric closure of —> is the  relation =  —> U .
(7) The equivalence closure of —> (or convertibility w ith  respect to  —»■), denoted 
by is the  transitive-reflexive closure of f-K
n
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Two elem ents a and b are convertible if a 6, and they  have a common reduct 
if a — c <—* b for some c. An elem ent a is a normal fo rm  if there  is no b such 
th a t a —>■ 6, and it has a norm al form  if a — b for some norm al form  b. In the 
la tte r  case 6 is a norm al form  o f a.
D efin it io n  2 .3 (T erm in a t io n  and con flu en ce  p ro p er t ie s )
The relation —>■ is
(1) term inating  (or strongly normalizing  or noetherian) if there  does not exist 
an infinite sequence of the  form  a\ —>■ a 2  —>■ a 3  —y . . . ,
(2) normalizing  (or weakly normalizing) if each elem ent in A  has a norm al form,
(3) Church-Rosser if for all a and b w ith  a b there  is some c such th a t 
a — c <—* b (see Figure 1(a)),
(4) confluent if for all a, b and c w ith  b <—* a — c there  is some d such th a t 
b — d <—* c (see Figure 1(b)),
(5) locally confluent (or weakly confluent) if for all a, b and c w ith  b a —y c 
there  is some d such th a t b — d <—* c (see Figure 1(c)),
(6) subcommutative if for all a, b and c w ith  b a —y c there  is some d such 
th a t b —>= d = c (see Figure 1(d)),
(7) convergent if it is term inating  and confluent.
L e m m a  2.4
(1) Term ination im plies norm alization.
(2) The Church-Rosser property  is equivalent to conüuence.
(3) S u b co m m u ta tiv ity  im plies conüuence.
(4) Conüuence im plies local conüuence.
(5) Conüuence im plies uniqueness o f norm al forms, tha t is, whenever a b 
for norm al form s a and b, then a =  b.
Proof
The im plications (1) and (4) are obvious. As to  (2), the  Church-Rosser property  
clearly implies confluence, and the  converse is shown by induction on the  num ber 
of <H>-steps constitu ting  an equivalence a b. S tatem ent (3) is proved by two 
inductions, the  first showing th a t if —> is subcom m utative, then  for all a, b and 
c w ith  b a — c there  is some d such th a t b — d <—* c, while the  second 
induction shows th a t the  la tte r  p roperty  implies confluence. Finally, it is easy to 
see th a t (5) follows from  (2). OJ
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Figure 1: Confluence properties
Notice th a t by sta tem en t (5), in a confluent relation every elem ent has at m ost 
one norm al form. The converses of the  im plications (1), (3), (4) and (5) do not 
hold. Figure 2 shows a well-known counterexam ple to  the  converse of (4), viz. a 
locally confluent (and norm alizing) relation th a t is not confluent. By the  following 
result, however, local confluence and confluence are equivalent in the  presence of 
term ination . (See [52] for a short proof of this fact.)
L e m m a  2.5 ( N e w m a n ’s L e m m a  [80])
A  term inating  relation is conßuent i f  and only i f  i t  is locally conßuent.
Figure 2: Local confluence w ithout confluence
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3 Term Graphs
G raphs th a t represent expressions can be defined in various ways. Here we use 
acyclic hypergraphs where hyperedges are labelled w ith function symbols and 
variables. Each node in such a term  graph represents a well-formed expression, a 
term . We will see th a t for every term , the  set of all its te rm  graph representations 
forms a com plete la ttice  under a suitable partia l order.
3.1 From hypergraphs to  term  graphs
Let E be a set of function  symbols where each ƒ £ E comes w ith a n a tu ra l num ber 
a r ity (ƒ) >  0. Function symbols of arity  0 are called constants. Let fu rther X be 
an infinite set of variables such th a t X fl E =  0, and define arity (x) =  0 for each 
X  £ X.
A hypergraph over E and X is a system  G  =  (Vg, Eg, labg , a t te )  consisting of two 
finite sets V g and Eg of nodes (or vertices) and hyperedges, a labelling function 
labe  : Eg —> EU X , and an a ttachm en t function a t te  : Eg —> assigning a string 
of nodes to  a hyperedge e such th a t the  length of attG (e) is 1 +  arity(labG (e)). In 
the  sequel, hypergraphs and hyperedges are sim ply called graphs and edges.
Given an edge e w ith attG (e) =  • • • vn, node v 0  is the  result node of e while 
v i , . . . , v n are the  argument nodes. The result node and the  (possibly em pty) 
string V\ . . . vn are denoted by res(e) and arg(e), respectively.
A path is an a lternating  sequence (v0} . . . , in, vn) (n >  0) of nodes and
positive integers such th a t for j  =  1,. . ., n, if e is the  unique edge w ith res(e) =  
Vj-i ,  then  Vj is the  ¿-h node in arg(e). We say th a t this is a p a th  from  v 0  to  vn. 
A node v' is reachable from  a node v if there  is a p a th  from  v to  v '. A graph is 
acyclic if it does not contain a p a th  in which some node occurs twice.
D efin it io n  3.1 (T erm  graph)
A graph G  is a term  graph if
(1) there is a node rootG from  which each node is reachable,
(2) G  is acyclic, and
(3) each node is the  result node of a unique edge.
Figure 3 shows a te rm  graph w ith b inary  function symbols +  and X, a unary 
function symbol s, a constant 0 and a variable y. In the  representation  on the
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left, edges are depicted as boxes w ith inscribed labels, and bullets represent nodes. 
A line connects each edge w ith its result node, while arrows point to  the  argum ent 
nodes. The left-to-right order of the  arrows leaving the  box corresponds to  the 
order of the  argum ent nodes.
On the  right of Figure 3, the  same te rm  graph is depicted in an alternative, more 
com pact way. In the  following bo th  form ats will be used to  represent te rm  graphs 
graphically.
Figure 3: A te rm  graph, depicted in two different ways
A term  over E and X is a variable, a constant, or a string f i t i , . . . , t n) where ƒ 
is a function symbol of arity  n > 1 and t i} . . . , t n are term s. The subterms of a 
te rm  t are t and, if t = f i t  i , . . . , t n), all subterm s of t i } . . . , t n.
D efin it io n  3.2  (T erm  rep re se n ta t io n )
A node v in a te rm  graph G  represents the  te rm
te rm G(u) =  labG(e)(te rm G( u i) , . . ., te rm G(un)),
where e is the  unique edge w ith res(e) =  v, and where arg(e) =  V\ . . , v n. It is 
understood th a t if arg(e) is em pty, this m eans te rm G(u) =  labG(e). We denote 
te rm G(roo tG) also by term(G').
Note th a t the  recursion in the  above definition ends because te rm  graphs are 
acyclic. For exam ple, if G  is the  te rm  graph of Figure 3, then
t e r m ( C r )  =  + ( s ( 0 ) , + (  X  ( s ( 0 ) , + ( 0 , y ) ) ,  X  ( s ( 0 ) , + ( 0 , y ) ) ) ) .
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Using infix no ta tion  for +  and X, this te rm  reads
s ( 0 ) +  ( ( s ( 0 ) X  (0  +  y ) )  +  ( s ( 0 ) X  (0 +  y ) ) ) .
A graph morphism, ƒ  : G  —>■ H  between two graphs G  and H  consists of two 
functions f y  : V g —>■ V h  and / e  : Eg —>■ Eh  th a t preserve labels and a ttachm en t to 
nodes, th a t is, la b / /o /E =  lab^  and a t t # o / E =  fy O a t te  (where o denotes function 
com position and /y  : —>■ V #  m aps a string v 0  . . . vn to  f y ( v o) • • • f v ( v n))- The 
m orphism  ƒ is injective (surjective) if f y  and / e  are. If ƒ is injective and surjective, 
then  it is an isomorphism. In this case G  and H  are isom orphic , which is denoted 
hy G = H .
Usually one does not want to  distinguish between isom orphic (term ) graphs. For 
exam ple, it is m ore convenient to  deal w ith the tree  representation  of a te rm  than  
w ith an infinite class of isom orphic trees, and it is easier to  handle confluence 
th an  “confluence up to  isom orphism ” . To achieve this technically, one m ay work 
w ith isom orphism  classes of te rm  graphs, bu t then  one loses access to  nodes and 
edges. We pursue an alternative solution and in troduce standard term  graphs 
which serve as unique representatives of the ir isom orphism  classes. The idea is to 
num ber the  nodes of a te rm  graph in a canonical way, sim ilar to  the  num bering 
of positions in term s (see for exam ple [11]).
Given a node v in a te rm  graph G, an access path of v [4] is a possibly 
em pty  sequence of positive integers (¿i, ¿2, • • • such th a t there exists a pa th  
(v0} ¿1, Ui, ¿2, • • •, ini vn) w ith  v 0  = ro o tc  and vn =  v. We denote by Acc(u) the  set 
of all access paths of v.
D efin it io n  3 .3  (S tan d ard  te r m  graph)
A te rm  graph G  is a standard term  graph if
(1) v = Acc(v)  for each node v, and
(2) e =  res(e) for each edge e.
An exam ple for the  nam ing of nodes in a standard  te rm  graph is given in Figure 4.
For every te rm  graph we can construct an isom orphic standard  te rm  graph by 
replacing each node v w ith  Acc(u) and m odifying the  edge set and the  labelling 
and a ttachm en t functions correspondingly. Moreover, given a graph m orphism  
ƒ : G  —> H  between te rm  graphs such th a t /y ( ro o t^ )  =  roo t//, we have Acc(u) Ç 
Acc( f v ( v ) )  for each node v in G. This im plies the  following property, showing 
th a t every isom orphism  class of te rm  graphs contains exactly one standard  te rm  
graph.
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Figure 4: A standard  te rm  graph
L e m m a  3 .4
For all standard term  graphs G and H , G = H  i f  and only i f  G  =  H .
From now on we will tac itly  assum e th a t we are dealing w ith standard  te rm  
graphs only.
3.2 Collapsing, copying and bisim ilarity
By the  th ree conditions of Definition 3.1, a graph m orphism  ƒ : G  —>■ H  between 
te rm  graphs G  and H  is surjective if and only if /y ( ro o t^ )  =  roo t//. In this case 
H  can be seen as a “collapsed” or “com pressed” version of G.
D efin it io n  3.5 (C o lla p s in g  and cop y in g )
Given two te rm  graphs G  and H , G collapses to  H  if there  is a graph m orphism  
G  —>■ H  m apping roo t^  to  roo t//. This is denoted by G > 1 H  or, if the  m orphism  
is non-injective, by G >- H . The la tte r  kind of collapsing is said to  be proper. 
The inverse relation of collapsing is called copying and is denoted by Proper 
copying, denoted by is the  inverse relation of proper collapsing.
Two exam ples of collapsing and copying are given in Figure 5.
L e m m a  3.6
For all term  graphs G and H , G H  im plies term(G') =  te rm (i7 ).
Proof
Let ƒ : G  —>■ H  be the  graph m orphism  m apping roo t^  to  roo t//. 
We show by induction th a t for each node v in G, te rm ^ u )  =  
te rm //(/y (u )) . Consider the  unique edge e w ith res(e) =  v, and 
let arg(e) =  v \ . . . v n. Suppose th a t t e r m ^ ^ )  =  te rm // ( f v (v i ) )  for
i =  1 , . . . , n .  Then te rm e d )  =  labG (e)(term G (^i),. . ., term G(un)) =
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Figure 5: Collapsing and copying
labff( / E(e))(term ff( /v ( u i ) ) , . . . ,te rm ff( /v (u n))) =  te rm #  (re s (/E(e))) =  
te rm #  (/v (res(e )))  =  te rm #  ( f y{v) ) .  OJ
The induction principle ju s t used allows to  show th a t a property  P  holds for 
all nodes of a te rm  graph. This principle is called bottom-up induction  and is as 
follows:
For all edges e, show that P  holds fo r  res(e) i f  P  holds fo r  all nodes in arg(e).
In the  following, we will frequently  use te rm  graphs w ith m inim al or m axim al 
sharing.
D efin it io n  3 .7  (Tree and fu lly  co l lap sed  te r m  graph)
A te rm  graph G  is a tree if there  is no H  w ith  G -< H , while G  is fu lly  collapsed 
if there  is no H  w ith  G H .
For exam ple, the  m iddle graph in Figure 5 is fully collapsed. The following char­
acterization of trees and fully collapsed te rm  graphs is easy to  verify.
L e m m a  3.8
(1) A  term  graph G is a tree i f  and only i f  there is a unique pa th  from  rooto  
to each other node.
(2) A  term  graph G is fu lly  collapsed i f  and only i f  for all nodes v and w, 
te rm e d )  =  t e r m ^ ^ )  im plies v = w.
The next lem m a is proved in [89].
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L e m m a  3.9
For every term  graph G, there is a unique tree A G and a unique fu lly  collapsed 
term  graph SI G such tha t
AG t G t  VG.
Hence, A G  and VG are the  norm al forms of G  w ith  respect to  and Note 
th a t by Lem m a 3.6, G, A G  and SI G  represent the  same term .
D efin it io n  3 .10  (B is im ila r ity )
Two te rm  graphs G  and H  are bisim ilar, denoted by G  ~  H , if term (G ) =  
te rm (iï) .
The th ree graphs in Figure 5, for instance, are bisim ilar (although the  two outer 
graphs are rela ted  neither by collapsing nor by copying).
The notion of bisim ilarity  stem s from  the  theory  of concurrency (see for exam ple 
[79]) and was adopted for te rm  graphs in [4], Given a te rm  graph G, call the  set 
[G] =  {G ' I G  ~  G1} the  bisim ilarity class of G. This class is partia lly  ordered by 
K
T h e o r e m  3.11 ([4])
For every term  graph G, ([G], tl)  is a com plete lattice.
Clearly, A G  and SI G  are the  greatest and the  least elem ent in [G], respectively. 
Thus, bisim ilarity  can be characterized as follows.
C oro llary  3 .12
For all term  graphs G and H , the following are equivalent:
(1) G  ~  H.
(2) A G = A H .
(3) VG =  V H .
Given a te rm  t, we w rite At and SJt for the  unique tree and fully collapsed te rm  
graph representing t, respectively. Hence A G =  A term (G ) and VG =  V term (G ) 
for every te rm  graph G.
3.3 Bibliographic notes
Term  graphs as defined above are a special case of so-called jungles which were 
in troduced in [42, 50]. Jungles are defined by requiring only conditions (2) and
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(3) of Definition 3.1, so they  can have several roots and need not be connected. 
Moreover, function symbols are equipped w ith a list of argum ent sorts and a result 
sort, and sorts are represented as node labels. For results about graph rew riting 
on jungles, we refer to  [75, 43, 51, 61, 23, 89].
In the  lite ra tu re  there exists a variety of definitions of te rm  graphs. Besides hy­
pergraphs, directed graphs, term s w ith labels, and recursion equations have been 
used as underlying structures.
Acyclic graphs have been dealt w ith in [34, 95, 96, 97], while [83, 92, 59, 15, 37, 
63, 32] also consider cyclic graphs.
By equipping function symbols w ith additional labels, sharing of different oc­
currences of a subterm  in a te rm  can be expressed through identical labels. 
Such labelled term s correspond to  acyclic te rm  graphs and have been studied 
in [76, 74, 82],
In [36, 4, 2, 67], system s of recursion equations realize finite and infinite term s 
w ith sharing.
As to  the  com plexity of collapsing, a rb itra ry  te rm  graphs can be m ade fully 
collapsed in tim e O (n lo g n ) , where n is the  size of te rm  graphs. This bound 
reduces to  0 (n )  for te rm  graphs over finite sets of function symbols and variables. 
See [30, 47, 38],
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4 Term G raph R ew riting
In this section we define the  transform ation  of te rm  graphs by applications of 
te rm  rew rite rules, introducing the  notion of te rm  graph rew riting. A fundam en­
ta l p roperty  of this com putational m odel is its soundness w ith respect to  te rm  
rew riting. We also consider the  addition of collapse and copy steps, and rew rit­
ing m odulo bisim ilarity. Collapsing som etim es speeds up the  evaluation of te rm  
graphs considerably, which we show by an exam ple.
4.1 Term rew riting
We first recall some basic concepts of te rm  rew riting system s. For a com prehensive 
in troduction, the  reader m ay consult the  tex tbook [11] or one of the  surveys 
[54, 10, 28, 66, 84, 57],
Let T s,x  be the  set of all term s over E and X. A substitution  is a m apping 
V- T s,x  ~^ T s,x  such th a t <r(c) =  c for every constant c, and < r ( / ( t i , . . . , t n)) =  
/ ( c r ( t i ) , . . ., a ( t n)) for every com posite te rm  f ( t i , . . ., t n).
A term  rewrite rule is a pair (/, r) of term s, w ritten  I —y r , such th a t
(1) I is not a variable, and
(2) all variables in r occur also in I.
Such a rule is left-linear (resp. right-linear) if no variable occurs m ore th an  once 
in I (resp. r). A term  rewriting system  (E,7\!.} consists of a set E of function 
symbols and a set 1Z of rules over Ts,x- A te rm  rew riting system  is left-linear 
(resp. right-linear) if all its rules are.
D efin it io n  4.1 (T erm  rew rit in g )
The rew rite relation —> on T s,x  induced by a te rm  rew riting system  1Z is defined 
as follows: t —y u if there  is a rule I —y r in 1Z and a substitu tion  a  such th a t
(1) a (I) is a subterm  of t, and
(2) u is obtained from  t by replacing an occurrence of cr(l) by cr(r).
The following considerations aim  at a fundam ental result linking te rm  rew riting 
w ith logic. It will show th a t te rm  rew riting is a com plete m ethod for proving th a t 
an equation is a consequence of a given equational specification (having the  form 
of a te rm  rew riting system ).
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An algebra A  over E consists of a non-em pty set D ^, distinguished elem ents 
ca £ D a for all constants c in E, and n-ary functions /a -  —>■ for all 
function symbols ƒ in E w ith a rity (ƒ) =  n >  1. An assignment (or valuation) is 
a m apping v : X —>■ D ^, which is extended to  a m apping v : T s,x  —^ D a by sending 
constants c to  ca and com posite term s f ( t i , . . . , t n) to  f A ( v ( t i ) , . . . , v ( t n)).
An equation is a pair (/, r) of term s, w ritten  l ss r , and is valid in an algebra A  if 
v(l)  =  v(r)  for all assignm ents v : X —>■ D ^. In o ther words, l ss r stands for the 
form ula V x i. . . \ /x n I =  r in predicate logic w ith equality, where x 1?. . ., x n are the 
variables occurring in I and r. An equational specification is a set of equations. A 
model of an equational specification E  is an algebra A  in which all equations of 
E  are valid. We w rite E  |= t ss u if an equation t ss u is a consequence of E , th a t 
is, if it is valid in all models of E.
As every te rm  rew riting system  1Z is an equational specification (but not vice 
versa), we can speak of the  models of 1Z and of validity in these models. The 
following fundam ental result is due to  Birkhoff (see [11]).
T h e o r e m  4.2 (C o m p le te n e s s  o f  te r m  rew rit in g )
For all term s t and u,
7Z \= t ss u i f  and only i f  í 4 í í .
Thus, validity in the  models of 7Z coincides w ith convertibility by te rm  rewriting. 
A lthough this is undecidable in general, the  result provides a decision procedure 
for equational validity in the  case where 7Z is finite and has a confluent and 
term inating  rew rite relation In this case it suffices to  rew rite t and u as long 
as possible, obtaining unique norm al forms t\. and u^. T hen t u if and only if 
t l  = u l.
4.2 Term graph rew riting
In this subsection we define the  application of te rm  rew rite rules to  te rm  graphs. 
Given a rule l —y r and a te rm  graph G, first one has to  find the  left-hand side I 
in G. Technically, this am ounts to  find a graph m orphism  into G  starting  from  a 
graph representation  of I in which only repeated  variables are shared.
D efin it io n  4 .3  (()t and ()t)
For every te rm  t, let ()t be the  te rm  graph representing t such th a t only variables 
are shared. T hat is, there  is a graph m orphism  ƒ : At —> ()t such th a t for all 
d istinct edges e\ and e2,
/e (c i)  =  H { z ï )  if and only if la b ^ (e i)  =  l a b o t ^ )  £ X.
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The graph resulting from  ()t after rem oving all edges labelled w ith variables is 
denoted by ()t.
For exam ple, Figure 6 shows the  graphs A f  ( x , x ) ,  <)f ( x , x )  and <)f ( x , x ) .  Note 
th a t the  la tte r  graph is not a te rm  graph according to  Definition 3.1. It m ay be 
regarded as a te rm  graph w ith an “open node” . (In [15, 89], such graphs are also 
regarded as te rm  graphs, and te rm  graphs w ithout open nodes are said to  be 
closed.)
Ì I
[x~l
Figure 6: The graphs A f  ( x , x ) ,  <)f ( x , x )  and <)f ( x , x )
For each node v in a te rm  graph G, we denote by G\v\ the  (standard) te rm  graph 
isom orphic to  the  subgraph of G  consisting of all nodes reachable from  v and all 
edges having these nodes as result nodes.
D efin it io n  4 .4  ( In s ta n ce  and red ex )
A te rm  graph L  is an instance of a te rm  I if there  is graph m orphism  ()l —>■ L 
sending root<>; to  root¿. Given a node v in a te rm  graph G  and a te rm  rew rite 
rule I —y r, the  pair (v } I —y r) is a redex if G\v\ is an instance of I.
We will also call the  subgraph G\v\ a redex if there  is no am biguity or if the 
applied rule is irrelevant.
D efin it io n  4.5 (T erm  graph  rew rit in g )
Let G be a te rm  graph containing a redex (v, I —>■ r). T hen there is a proper 
rewrite step G =?vj ^ . r H , where H  is the  te rm  graph constructed  as follows:
(1) G\ = G — {e} is the  graph obtained from  G  by rem oving the  unique edge 
e satisfying res(e) =  v.
(2) G 2 is the  graph obtained from  the  disjoint union G\ +  ()_r_ by
• identifying v w ith  root<>r ,
• identifying the  im age of res(ei) w ith res(e2), for each pair ( e i ,e 2) G 
E<>; X E<>r w ith lab<>;(ei) =  labor (e2) G X.
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(3) H is  the  te rm  graph obtained from  G'2 by rem oving all nodes and edges not 
reachable from  root g ( “garbage collection” ).1
We denote such a rew rite step also by G =^v H  or sim ply by G =>■ H .
E x a m p le  4.1
Figure 7 shows the  th ree in term ediate  steps in the  construction of 
a te rm  graph rew rite step. The te rm  rew rite rule applied to  G is 
x x (y +  z) ~^ (x X y) +  (x X z). In G and G3, shaded nodes and edges belong to 
the  occurrences of ()x X (y +  z) and 0 ( x x y ) | ( x x z ) ,  respectively. Note th a t 
the  variables y and z correspond to  the  same node, th a t is, the  graph m orphism  
<)x X ( y -)- z ) —y G identifies the  nodes representing y and z.
G Gl G'2 GS
Figure 7: The in term ediate  steps in the  construction of a te rm  graph rew rite step
The te rm  graph rew rite relation =>• is sound w ith respect to  te rm  rew riting in the 
sense th a t every proper step G H  corresponds to  a sequence of applica­
tions (or a parallel application) of I —> r to  several occurrences of the  subterm  
terniG (i’) in term (G ). This explains the  possible gain in tim e efficiency when 
passing from  te rm  rew riting to  te rm  graph rew riting.
T h e o r e m  4 .6  (S o u n d n ess  [50])
For all term  graphs G and H ,
G => H  im plies  term (G ) A  term (i7).
V
^^More precisely, H  is the unique standard  term  graph isom orphic to  the term  graph con­
structed  in this step.
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More precisely, we have  term(G') —Va te rm (i7 ); where n is the num ber o f pa ths  
from  root g to v.
A proof of this result can be found in [51, 89].
E x a m p le  4.2
Consider the  application of the  rule 0 +  x —> x shown in Figure 8. (Note th a t 
the  graph <)x is a single node which is identified w ith the  root of the  redex and 
w ith the  result node of the  edge labelled w ith s.) There are th ree paths from  the 
root of the  left graph to  the  root of the  redex, and the  te rm  graph rew rite step 
corresponds to  the  threefold te rm  rew rite step
((0 +  s(0)) X (0 +  s(0))) +  (0 +  s(0)) 4  (s(0) X s(0)) +  s(0).
+  +
0
Figure 8: An application of the  rule 0 +  x —> x
4.3 Incorporating collapsing and copying
In the  next section we will see th a t not all te rm  rew riting derivations can be 
sim ulated by ^ -d e riv a tio n s . This incom pleteness can partly  be overcome by al­
lowing proper collapse or copy steps besides applications of te rm  rew rite rules. 
Com pleteness w ith respect to  te rm  rew riting can be achieved by adding bo th  col­
lapsing and copying to  =4*, or by using rew riting m odulo bisim ilarity. This topic 
will be discussed in the  next section. In this subsection we define the  m entioned 
extensions, present an exam ple in which collapsing speeds up the  evaluation of 
te rm  graphs, and relate =>• to  rew riting w ith collapsing.
D efin it io n  4.T (=7>coii5 -^copy and =7>bi)
The relations =^Coii, =^coPy and =4*bi on te rm  graphs are defined as follows:
^ c o l l  =  =>- U
c o p y  ,
=^bi =  U )>- U .
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We refer to  =4*, = ^ Co ii5 = ^ c o Py and =4*bi as plain term  graph rewriting , term  graph 
rewriting with collapsing, term  graph rewriting with copying, and term  graph 
rewriting with collapsing and copying, respectively.
The relations =^Coii, =^coPy and =4*bi are sound in the  sense of Theorem  4.6 if we 
replace —>+ by —»■*. For, by Lem m a 3.6, collapse and copy steps do not change 
the  te rm  represented by a te rm  graph. Note also th a t contains bisim ilarity  
since G  ~  H  implies G  ^  A G  ^  H  (see Lem m a 3.9 and Corollary 3.12).
E x a m p le  4.3
In certain  cases, collapsing can speed up evaluation processes drastically. A prim e 
exam ple is the  specification of the  Fibonacci function:
f ib ( O )  0 
f i b ( s ( 0 ) )  —> s (0)  
f  i b ( s ( s ( x ) ) )  —> f  i b ( s ( x ) )  +  f  i b (x )
Using these th ree rules, evaluating a te rm  of the  form  f  ib ( s n(0)) by te rm  rew rit­
ing requires a num ber of rew rite steps exponential in n (see [1]). One easily 
observes th a t the  same num ber of steps is needed for plain te rm  graph rew riting. 
A fter replacing =>■ by = ^ Co ii, however, it is possible to  evaluate f i b ( s ” (0)) in a 
linear num ber of steps. The evaluation strategy  can be described as follows: (1) 
Collapse steps have priority  over proper rew rite steps and produce fully collapsed 
te rm  graphs. (2) O ut of two f  ib-redexes, the  one representing the  greater num ber 
is reduced. See Figure 9 for an illustration  of this strategy. It is not difficult to 
verify th a t, for n  >  2, this procedure evaluates f  ib ( s ” (0)) in 2 n +  1 steps (viz. 
n +  1 proper rew rite steps and n collapse steps).
The next section will show th a t apart from  speeding up evaluation, collapsing is 
necessary to  cope w ith non-left-linear rew rite rules. If no such rules are present, 
=^coii can be sim ulated by =>■ as follows.
T h e o r e m  4.8
I f  1Z is left-linear, then for all term  graphs G and H ,
G = > H  im plies G => H ' y  H
coll
for some term  graph H '.
Theorem  4.8 is a corollary of a result in [45] showing th a t every =^con-derivation 
can be transform ed into a so-called m inim ally collapsing derivation.
We conclude this subsection by introducing rew riting m odulo bisim ilarity, where 
collapsing and copying are “built in” in the  sense th a t rew rite steps transform  
bisim ilarity  classes ra th e r th an  te rm  graphs.
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Figure 9: Collapsing to  speed up evaluation
D efin it io n  4 .9  (R e w r it in g  m o d u lo  b is im ilar ity )
The relation on bisim ilarity  classes is defined as follows: [G] [H] if there 
are te rm  graphs G' and H ' such th a t G  ~  G' =>■ H ' ~  H . We refer to  as term  
graph rewriting modulo bisimilarity.
For exam ple, in Figure 9 there exists a rew rite step between the  bisim ilarity  
classes of the  second and the  fourth  te rm  graph.
Term  graph rew riting m odulo bisim ilarity  generalizes te rm  rew riting in th a t for all 
te rm  graphs G  and H , term (G ) —>■ te rm (H ) implies [G] [i7], and [G] [H] 
implies term (G ) —>+ te rm (iï) .
4.4 Bibliographic notes
Term  graph rew riting was first studied in [95], where it was shown th a t non­
overlapping rules give rise to  a subcom m utative rew rite relation. The nam e term  
graph rewriting was in troduced in [15]. This paper focusses on norm alizing s tra te ­
gies and states the  soundness of =>■ for left-linear rules.
In [15, 63], te rm  graph rew rite rules are considered which operate on possibly 
cyclic te rm  graphs. The application of such a rule involves the  redirection of all 
edges pointing to  the  root of the  left-hand side, to  the  root of the  right-hand side. 
(An alternative, “transitive” version of redirection is investigated in [14].)
The approach of [15, 63] is extended in [37] by allowing to  choose in a rew rite 
step am ong several structure sharing schemes which perform  a certain  collapsing 
or copying. Soundness w ith respect to  a certain  kind of infinite te rm  rew riting is 
shown for left-linear, left-finite, left-acyclic te rm  graph rew rite rules.
In [43, 51], jungles (see subsection 3.3) are evaluated by rules conforming to  the 
double-pushout approach to  graph rew riting [33, 21]. The evaluation rules are ob­
ta ined  by transla ting  te rm  rew rite rules, and the ir application corresponds to  the 
effect of steps (1) and (2) in Definition 4.5— so there is no garbage collection. Col­
lapse steps (called folding steps in [43, 51, 89]) are also specified by suitable graph 
rew rite rules. The relation between jungle evaluation and the  present setting  is 
discussed in [89].
Sim ilar to  jungle evaluation, in [23] rew rite steps on jungles are defined by two 
pushouts. The difference is th a t one considers the  category of jungles instead of 
the  category of hypergraphs. This im plicitly enforces a kind of m inim al collapsing 
in evaluation steps w ith non-left-linear te rm  rew rite rules.
A categorical trea tm en t of garbage collection is given in [12]. In [19], a description 
of te rm  graph rew riting by a 2-category is presented.
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5 C om pleteness
In this section we consider the  com pleteness of te rm  graph rew riting for sim­
ulating a rb itra ry  te rm  rew rite derivations (Subsection 5.1) and for com puting 
te rm  norm al forms (Subsection 5.2). We will see th a t in general, =^Coii and =^CoPy 
are incom plete in these respects. N evertheless, bo th  relations are com plete— in 
the  same sense as te rm  rew riting is—for proving validity of equations, and can 
com pute te rm  norm al forms over certain  subclasses of te rm  rew riting systems.
5.1 Sim ulating arbitrary term  rew rite derivations
From Theorem  4.6 we know th a t for every te rm  graph rew rite derivation G  = H  
there  is a corresponding te rm  rew rite derivation term(G') — t erm( i ï ) .  The next 
two exam ples will show th a t the  converse does not hold, even if we extend =>■ to
“ 7* c o ll O F  “ ^ c o p y *
E x a m p le  5.1
One obstacle to  the  com pleteness of plain te rm  graph rew riting are non-left-linear 
te rm  rew rite rules. For instance, the  rule e q (x ,x )  —>■ t r u e  cannot be applied to 
the  tree A e q (0 ,0 )  because there is no graph m orphism  < )e q (x ,x )  —>■ A e q (0 ,0 )  
(see Figure 10). Hence, Aeq(0,  0) is not reducible by =>■ or =^CoPy although the  rep­
resented te rm  is reducible. Figure 10 also shows how to overcome the  problem  by 
collapsing: identifying the  two occurrences of 0 enables a subsequent application 
of the  rew rite rule.
Figure 10: Collapsing to  enable a rule application
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E x a m p le  5.2
Even for left-linear system s, certain  te rm  rew rite derivations do not correspond 
to  derivations by =>■ or =^Coii- Consider, for exam ple, the  rules f ( x )  —>■ g (x ,x )  
and a —> b. The derivation f ( a )  —>■ g(a,  a) —>■ g(a,  b) cannot be sim ulated by =>■ 
or =^coii because the  application of the  first rule leads to  a shared constant a (see 
Figure 11). B ut this tim e we can sim ulate the  given te rm  rew rite derivation by
f  g g 
I => w => u
a a  b
Figure 11: A pplications of the  rules f ( x )  —>■ g ( x ,x )  and a —> b 
^copy, as shown in Figure 12.
f  g g g 
I => W / \  => / \
a a  a  a  a b
Figure 12: A =^copy-derivation
The above exam ples show th a t in general bo th  collapsing and copying are needed 
to  sim ulate te rm  rew rite derivations. This is reflected by the  following lem m a.
L e m m a  5.1 (S im u la t io n  o f  te r m  rew rite  s tep s  [88])
For every term  rewrite step  t —>■ u there are term  graphs T  and U such tha t
A t T  =>• U ^  Au.
To illu stra te  Lem m a 5.1, consider the  rule f  (x +  x) —>■ f  (x) +  f  (x) which is neither 
left-linear nor right-linear. It adm its the  following te rm  rew rite step:
g ( f  (0 +  0), 0) —>■ g ( f  (O) +  f  (o), 0)
Figure 13 shows how to  sim ulate this step by te rm  graph rew riting. In general, 
the  subtree of A t corresponding to  the  replaced subterm  cr(l) is com pressed as 
m uch as is necessary to  apply the  te rm  rew rite rule. The resulting graph contains 
only one p a th  from  the  root to  the  redex, and hence the  application of the  rule 
sim ulates a single te rm  rew rite step.
Using Lem m a 5.1, it is straightforw ard to  show th a t every sequence of te rm  
rew rite steps can be sim ulated if bo th  collapsing and copying are present.
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g g g g
/  \ /  \ /  \ /  \
f  0 f  0 + 0 +
=> /  \ -< /  \
+ + f  f f  f
/  \ U \  /
0 0 0 0 0 0
Figure 13: Sim ulation of a te rm  rew rite step
T h e o r e m  5.2 (C o m p le te n e s s  o f  =>bi and =>^ [7, 6])
For all term  graphs G and H , the following are equivalent:
(1) term(Cr) — term(i7) .
(2) G H.
(3) [G] =!•: m
Proof
By the  definitions of =4*bi and =4^ it is clear th a t (2) im plies (3), and (3) im ­
plies (1) by soundness of =K So it rem ains to  show th a t (1) implies (2). By 
Lem m a 5.1, for every te rm  rew rite step t —y u there  is a derivation A t = ^ ; Au. 
Hence, by induction on the  length of derivations, term(G') — t e rm( i ï )  implies 
Aterm(Cr) =S>£; A term (i7). Since G  ^  A term (G ) and A term (i7) >z H , it follows
G  = ^ ; H . 01
The equivalence of (1) and (3) rem ains valid if we replace — and by —>+ 
and respectively. In contrast, if G  =^bi H  is a collapse or copy step, then
neither term(G') —>+ te rm ( iï)  nor [G] [H] will hold in general.
Com bining the  com pleteness of =4*bi w ith the  observation th a t <^bi =  •w’coii =  
^copy, we obtain  the  following corollary of Theorem  5.2.
C oro llary  5.3 (C o m p le te n e s s  o f  =4>Coii and =4>CoPy)
For all term  graphs G and H , the following are equivalent:
(1) term (G ) te rm (i7 ).
(2) G e ; ;ll H.
(3) G H.
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Thus, an equation t ~  u is valid in the  models of 7Z if and only if there  is a 
sequence of -w-coir  respectively <^copy-steps between two te rm  graphs representing 
t and u. In o ther words, te rm  graph rew riting w ith collapsing or copying is com­
plete for proving equational validity in the  same sense as te rm  rew riting is (cf. 
Theorem  4.2). M oreover, the  decision procedure for equational validity described 
below Theorem  4.2 can be replaced by a corresponding procedure using =^Coii or 
=^copy- If, say, —7' coil is convergent, one represents the  term s of an equation by 
te rm  graphs and reduces these to  norm al forms by =^Coii- The equation is valid if 
and only if the  resulting norm al forms are equal.
N ote th a t plain te rm  graph rew riting lacks this kind of com pleteness: in Exam ple
5.1 there is no conversion Aeq(0, O) <^* A tru e  although eq(0, O) ss t r u e  is a valid 
equation, and in Exam ple 5.2 there does not exist a conversion A f (a) <^* Ag(a,  b).
5.2 G raph-reducibility
In the  previous subsection we saw th a t =4*, =^Coii and =^CoPy are not able to  sim ulate 
a rb itra ry  te rm  rew rite derivations. We now relax the  requirem ent and consider 
only derivations ending in norm al forms.
D efin it io n  5 .4  (G ra p h -red u c ib i l ity )
A te rm  rew riting system  7Z is graph-reducible by a b inary  relation ^  on te rm  
graphs if the  following holds for every te rm  graph G:
(1) For every norm al form  H  of G  w ith  respect to  te rm (iï)  is a norm al form 
of term(Cr) w ith respect to  —K
(2) If term(Cr) has a norm al form  w ith respect to  —>, then  G  has a norm al form 
w ith respect to
The system  7Z is strongly graph-reducible by ^  if it satisfies (1) and if for ev­
ery te rm  graph G  and every norm al form  t of term (G '), G  has a norm al form 
representing t.
Condition (1) ensures soundness of ^  in the  sense th a t every derivation ending 
in a norm al form  com putes a te rm  norm al form. Condition (2) expresses com­
pleteness: a te rm  graph has a norm al form  whenever its represented te rm  has.
From Exam ple 5.1 we already know th a t non-left-linear system s are not graph- 
reducible by =>■ and =^CoPy in general: for 7Z =  {eq(x, x) —>■ t r u e } ,  the  tree 
A eq(0 ,0 ) is a norm al form  w ith respect to  =>■ and =^CoPy although eq (0 ,0 ) is 
reducible by 7Z.
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On the  o ther hand, we will see th a t the  system  { f  (x) —>■ g(x,  x), a  —> b} of E xam ­
ple 5.2 is graph-reducible by =4*, =^Coii and =4>COpy
D efin it io n  5.5 (N o n -o v e r la p p in g  and orth o g o n a l s y s te m s)
A te rm  s overlaps a te rm  t in a subterm  u of t if u is not a variable and if there 
are substitu tions a  and r  such th a t &(s) =  t ( u ) .  A te rm  rew riting system  7Z 
is non-overlapping if for all rules l\ —>■ r\ and l 2  —>■ r 2  in 7Z} l\ overlaps l 2  in a 
subterm  u only if u =  l 2  and (/i —> r i)  =  (l2  —y r2). If 7Z is non-overlapping and 
additionally  left-linear, then  it is an orthogonal system.
T h e o r e m  5.6 ([15])
E very orthogonal term  rew riting system  is graph-reducible by =$■.
In fact, orthogonal system s are strongly graph-reducible since it is well-known 
th a t every te rm  has at m ost one norm al form  w ith respect to  —K
To see th a t left-linearity  alone is not sufficient for graph-reducibility  by =4*, extend 
the  system  { f  (x) —>■ g(x,  x), a  —> b} by the  rules g(a,  b) —> c and g(b,  b) —>■ f  (a). 
T hen one can easily check th a t A f  (a) does not have a norm al form  while f  (a) 
reduces to  the  te rm  norm al form  c.
The next two results establish graph-reducibility  by =^Coii for classes of systems 
th a t need neither be left-linear nor non-overlapping. Instead, graph-reducibility  
holds when certain  restric ted  forms of te rm  rew riting derivations suffice to  nor­
malize term s.
Define the  parallel rew rite relation =4 on T s,x  by m odifying clause (2) of Defi­
n ition 4.1 as follows: “u is obtained from  t by replacing all occurrences of a (I) 
by cr(r).” Call a te rm  rew riting system  parallelly normalizing  if for every te rm  
having a norm al form, there is a norm al form  u such th a t t =4* u. The class 
of parallelly norm alizing system s includes, for exam ple, all orthogonal and all 
term inating  te rm  rew riting systems.
T h e o r e m  5 .7  ([86])
E very parallelly norm alizing term  rew riting system  is graph-reducible by  =^Coii-
A te rm  rew rite step t —y u is an innerm ost step if all proper subterm s of the 
replaced subterm  a (I) are norm al forms. A te rm  rew riting system  is innerm ost 
normalizing  if every te rm  can be rew ritten  to  a norm al form  by a sequence of 
innerm ost rew rite steps. The classes of innerm ost norm alizing and parallelly nor­
malizing te rm  rew riting system s are incom parable (see [69]).
T h e o r e m  5.8 ([69])
E very innerm ost norm alizing term  rew riting system  is graph-reducible by  =^Coii-
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We conclude this subsection by considering graph-reducubility  by =^CoPy  The 
result below follows from  the  fact th a t if all te rm  rew rite rules are left-linear, 
then  for every te rm  rew rite derivation t — u there  is a te rm  graph rew rite 
derivation A t =5>*opy  Au (see [6]).
T h e o r e m  5.9
E very left-linear term  rew riting system  is strongly graph-reducible by =^copy.
5.3 Bibliographic notes
Com pleteness of =^Coii for proving equational validity was shown in [88]. Graph- 
reducibility  was first considered in [15], where the  lifting of certain  te rm  rew rite 
strategies to  the  setting  of te rm  graph rew riting is studied. A stronger notion 
th an  graph-reducibility  is adequacy, which is trea ted  in [63]. The definition of 
adequacy is tailored to  orthogonal system s as it requires th a t every te rm  rew rite 
sequence can be extended to  a sequence th a t corresponds to  some te rm  graph 
rew rite sequence. In [63] it is shown th a t =>■ is adequate for orthogonal system s, 
and th a t orthogonal te rm  graph rew riting w ith possibly cyclic graphs is adequate 
for a certain  kind of infinitary, orthogonal te rm  rew riting.
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6 Term ination
For several reasons, term ination  is an im portan t property  of rew riting system s. If 
a rew rite relation on te rm  graphs is known to  be term inating , every te rm  graph 
can be reduced to  a norm al form  sim ply by perform ing a rb itra ry  rew rite steps as 
long as possible. Moreover, several properties th a t are generally undecidable be­
come decidable in the  presence of term ination . For exam ple, the  transitive closure 
=^oii and the  question w hether =^Coii is confluent are decidable then  (provided 1Z 
is finite). If =^coii is bo th  term inating  and confluent, it even gives rise to  a deci­
sion procedure for equational validity in the  models of 7Z (see the  rem ark below 
Corollary 5.3).
6.1 The relation to  term  rew riting
F irst we com pare term ination  of te rm  and te rm  graph rew riting. We will see th a t 
the  class of term inating  te rm  rew riting system s is properly included in the  class 
of system s for which =^Coii is term inating . By restric ting  a tten tion  to  right-linear 
system s, however, term ination  of =^Coii becomes equivalent to  term ination  of —K 
As a consequence, undecidability  of term ination  carries over from  te rm  rew riting 
to  te rm  graph rew riting.
The following theorem  is a consequence of the  soundness of =>■ and the  fact th a t 
>- and -< are term inating  relations.
T h e o r e m  6.1
I f  —> is term inating, then  =4*, =4>Coib ^copy an d =4*^  are term inating  as well.
N ote th a t this result does not hold for =4*bb since if bo th  collapsing and copying 
are present, there  m ay be an infinite sequence of a lternating  collapse and copy 
steps. For =4* ,^ the  reverse of Theorem  6.1 also holds [6], while for =^CoPy one 
has to  require th a t 7Z is left-linear (otherwise the  system  { f (x ,  x) —>■ f (a ,  a)} is a 
counterexam ple).
It is w orth noting th a t by Theorem  6.1, the  wide range of techniques for proving 
term ination  of te rm  rew riting (see for exam ple [11, 27]) can be used to  prove 
term ination  of te rm  graph rew riting. However, the  next exam ple dem onstrates 
th a t te rm  graph rew riting in form  of =4- and =4>Coii te rm inates “m ore often” than  
te rm  rewriting.
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E x a m p le  6.1
Consider the  following two rules:
f ( a ,  b , x )  —> f ( x ,  x, x) 
a  —> b
Term  rew riting is not term inating  as there is an infinite rew rite sequence:
f  (a, b, a) —> f  (a, a, a) —> f  (a, b, a) —> . . .
In contrast, =>■ and =^Coii are term inating . This can be proved by m eans of the 
following function r  from  te rm  graphs to  na tu ra l num bers. For every te rm  graph 
Cr, define t(G ') =  m  -\- n -\- p, where m  is the  num ber of f-labelled  edges the  first 
two argum ent nodes of which are d istinct, n is the  num ber of a-labelled edges, 
and p is the  num ber of nodes in G. It is not difficult to  check th a t for every step 
G —7' coli H , we have t ( G )  > t ( H ) .  Thus, every sequence of =^coirsteps (and hence 
every sequence of =^-steps) m ust eventually term inate .
For the  rest of this section, we concentrate on te rm  graph rew riting w ith collaps­
ing. We ju s t rem ark th a t by the  proof of Theorem  4.8, if 7Z is left-linear, then  =>■ 
is term inating  if and only if =^Coii is term inating .
T h e o r e m  6.2
I f  7Z is right-linear, then  =^Coii is term inating  i f  and only i f  —y is term inating. 
Proof
The “if”-direction is contained in Theorem  6.1. The “only i f ’-direction follows 
from  the  proof of Lem m a 5.1. There, the  collapsing A t T  is chosen such th a t 
the  garbage collection phase of the  rew rite step T  =ï  U removes each edge th a t has 
in T  a shared argum ent node (m eaning th a t this node is also an argum ent node 
of some o ther edge or appears m ore th an  once in the  argum ent string). Moreover, 
by right-linearity, the  inserted graph ()r is a tree (where r is the  right-hand side of 
the  applied rew rite rule). It follows U =  Au. Hence every te rm  rew rite sequence 
can be sim ulated by a sequence of =^coirsteps, which implies the  proposition. OJ
C oro llary  6 .3
The following problem  is undecidable in general:
Instance: A  ßn ite  term  rew riting system  1Z.
Question: Is =^coii term inating?
Proof
It is known th a t it is undecidable in general w hether a finite, right-linear te rm  
rew riting system  is term inating  or not (see [53, 11]). Hence, by Theorem  6.2, 
term ination  of =^coii cannot be decidable either. O
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6.2 Com bined system s
Proving term ination  of te rm  or te rm  graph rew riting is a difficult task  which is 
unsolvable in general. A desirable m ethod for handling a possibly large system  7Z 
is decom posing it into subsystem s and proving term ination  separately for these. 
To m ake this approach work, though, one needs criteria  ensuring th a t the  union 
of two term inating  system s is again term inating . T hat the  la tte r  m ay fail can be 
seen by pu tting  together the  term inating  system s {a —>■ b} and {b —>■ a}, yielding 
a non-term inating  system . Even worse, Toyam a [98] showed th a t the  disjoint 
union of two term inating  te rm  rew riting system s need not be term inating . He 
gave the  following counterexam ple.
Exam ple  6.2
The two systems
7£0 { f ( 0 ,  l , x )  ->■ f ( x , x , x )
R i g(x.y) -> x 
I g(x ,y) y
have disjoint function symbols and are bo th  term inating . B ut the ir union adm its 
the  following infinite rew rite sequence:
f(g(o, i),g(0, i),g(0, i ) )4 f(o, i, g(o, i))->f(g(o, i),g(0, i ) , g ( 0 , 1 ) H ...
Toyam a’s observation stim ulated  several researchers to  establish sufficient condi­
tions under which the  disjoint union of te rm  rew riting system s preserves te rm ina­
tion (see [41, 81] and the  references given there). The in teresting fact, now, is th a t 
such conditions are not needed in the  case of te rm  graph rew riting. For, te rm ina­
tion of =^coii does behave m odular w ith respect to  disjoint unions. To dem onstrate 
this by Toyam a’s exam ple, let us try  to  sim ulate by =>■ the  infinite te rm  rew rite 
sequence shown above. S tarting  w ith the  tree A f(g (0 ,  l ) , g ( 0 ,  l ) , g ( 0 ,  l ) ) ,  one ob­
tains the  term inating  derivations shown in Figure 14.
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fure 14: Two term inating  derivations
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The crucial point here is the  application of the  rule f ( 0 , l , x )  —y f ( x , x , x ) .  In 
te rm  rew riting, this rule produces th ree copies of the  subterm  g(0, l)  which can 
be evaluated independently. In contrast, te rm  graph rew riting yields a shared 
occurrence of this subterm , preventing th a t f ( 0 ,  l , x )  —y f ( x , x , x )  can be applied 
again.
We will see th a t term ination  of =^Coii for a com posed system  7Zq U 1Z\ can be 
guaranteed even when function symbols are shared between the  left-hand sides 
respectively right-hand sides of 7Zq and 1Z\.
D efin it io n  6 .4  (C rossw ise  d is jo in tn ess)
Two te rm  rew riting system s 7Zq and 1Z\ are crosswise disjoint if the  function 
symbols in the  left-hand sides of the  rules in TZi do not occur in the  right-hand 
sides of the  rules in 1 Z \ for i =  0,1.
For exam ple, the  following system s are crosswise disjoint:
In the  following, we w rite for the  relation =^Coii over a te rm  rew riting system
n .
T h e o r e m  6.5 ([87])
Let 1Z0  U Tli he the union o f two crosswise disjoint term  rew riting system s. Then  
=^RouRi is term inating  i f  and only i f  =?n0 &nd = 4 ^  are term inating.
The m ain m otivation for this result is to  facilitate  term ination  proofs. B ut we can 
also use it to  sharpen Corollary 6.3, obtaining a stronger undecidability  result for 
term ination .
C oro llary  6 .6
The following problem  is undecidable in general:
Instance: A  ßn ite  term  rew riting system  7Z such tha t —y is no t term inating. 
Question: Is term inating?
Proof
If the  above problem  were decidable, we could decide term ination  of for 
a rb itra ry  finite system s 7Z as follows. F irst construct the  disjoint union 1Z' =  
7Z +  { f(a , b, x)  —y f ( x , x , x ) ,  a —y b}. By Exam ple 6.1 and Theorem  6.5, 1Z' is 
a non-term inating  te rm  rew riting system , and is term inating  if and only if
1 Z
f( f (x ) )  g(x,b)
h(a, x) —y h(b,x)
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=^ TZ’ is term inating . Thus, if the  above problem  were decidable, we could decide 
w hether is term inating  or not. B ut this contradicts Corollary 6.3. OJ
Coming back to  the  question when a com posed system  inherits term ination  from 
its com ponents, we now consider an alternative to  crosswise disjointness. The 
condition is based on partition ing  the  set of function symbols into defined symbols 
and constructors, where the  form er are the  leftm ost symbols in the  left-hand sides 
of rules, and the  la tte r  are the  rem aining symbols.
D efin it io n  6 .7  (C o n stru cto r -sh a r in g )
Two te rm  rew riting system s 1Z0  and 7Z\ are constructor-sharing  if the  defined 
symbols of 7Zi do not occur in for i =  0,1.
The proof of the  following result was given in the  fram ework of so-called non­
copying term  rewriting, bu t holds in the  present setting  as well.
T h e o r e m  6 .8  ([74])
Let TZo U 7Z\ he the union o f two constructor-sharing term  rew riting system s. 
Then  =^k0liKi js term inating  i f  and only i f  =?n0 &nd = 4 ^  are term inating.
An extended version of this result, also given in [74], additionally  allows TZo and 
7Z\ to  share defined symbols th a t do not occur in any right-hand side. In this 
form  the  result generalizes Theorem  6.5. An even m ore general result is presented 
in [71, 72], bu t we refrain from  stating  it because of its technically involved 
prem ise. In [72] one can also find a condition— m ore general then  disjointness— 
guaranteeing th a t norm alization of =^Coii is preserved by com binations of systems.
6.3 A recursive path order on term  graphs
In the  two previous subsections we have seen exam ples of non-term inating  te rm  
rew riting system s for which =^Coii is term inating . This raises the  question for te r­
m ination proof techniques covering such system s. In this subsection we introduce 
a recursive path order on te rm  graphs by analogy w ith the  well-known order on 
term s [26, 27], and dem onstrate  its use for proving term ination  of =^Coii- O ur ex­
position is based on [91], where a class of sim plification orders on te rm  graphs is 
established by extending K ruskal’s Tree Theorem  [73] from  trees to  te rm  graphs.
D efin it io n  6 .9  (Top and im m e d ia te  su bgraph s)
Let G be a te rm  graph and e be the  unique edge such th a t a t tc (e )  =  
ro o tc^ i . . . vn for some nodes v \ , . . . , v n. T hen the  top of G,  denoted by to p G, 
is the  subgraph consisting of e and the  nodes ro o t^ , . . . , vn. The te rm  graphs
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Cr[ui],. . . , G[vn] are the  imm ediate subgraphs of G. We denote by Sub^ the  m ul­
tise t {G fu i],. . ., G[vn}}.
Recall th a t a preorder is a reflexive and transitive relation, while a strict order is 
irreflexive and transitive. A term inating  stric t order >  is said to  be well-founded. 
The recursive p a th  order on te rm  graphs will be param eterized  by a preorder of 
tops, a so-called precedence.
D efin it io n  6 .10  (P r e c e d e n c e )
The set of all tops w ith function symbols from  E is denoted by Topss .2 A prece­
dence is a preorder □  on Topss . The stric t part and the  equivalence part of □ 
are defined by □  =  (□  — Ç) and =  =  (□  fl Ç).
For exam ple, Figure 15 shows a precedence over the  function symbols of Exam ple
6.1. To define the  recursive p a th  order, we recall from  [29] the  lifting of an order
Figure 15: A precedence
to  a m ultiset order. Let >  be a stric t order on a set A. The m ultiset extension 
> mul on the  set of finite m ultisets over A  is defined as follows: M  > mul N  if there 
are m ultisets X  and Y  such th a t (1) 0 ^  X  Ç M , (2) N  = (M  — X )  U I a, and
(3) for all y G K there is some x  G X  w ith  x > y.
In the  following definition, T Q s denotes the  set of all variable-free te rm  graphs 
over E.
D efin it io n  6 .11 (R ecu rs iv e  p a th  order)
Let □  be a precedence. The recursive path order > rpo on T Q s  is defined induc­
tively as follows: G  > rpo H  if
(1) S  >rpo H  or S  =  H  for some im m ediate subgraph S  of G, or
2Note th a t by our convention to  deal w ith standard  term  graphs only, the tops in Topss  are 
pairwise non-isomorphic.
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(2) to p G □  to p #  and G > rpo T  for all im m ediate subgraphs T  of H , or
(3) to p G =  to p #  and Suba >^o* Sub#.
A m ore general variant of the  recursive p a th  order can be found in [91], where 
the  equality  to p G =  to p #  in (3) is replaced by to p G =  to p # . The equality  S  =  H  
in (1) is relaxed similarly.
T h e o r e m  6.12
The recursive pa th  order is well-founded whenever its  underlying precedence is 
well-founded.
To derive from  this result a proof technique for the  term ination  of =^Coii, we have 
to  consider precedences containing the  collapsing of tops.
D efin it io n  6 .13
A precedence □  is collapse-compatible if whenever there is a graph m orphism  
t —Y u for some i , u £  Topss , then  t □  u. If moreover □  is well-founded, then  □ 
is a well-precedence.
The precedence of Figure 15, for exam ple, is a well-precedence. Recall, for the 
following theorem , th a t a te rm  graph L  is an instance of a te rm  I if there is a root 
preserving graph m orphism  ()l —y L. A variable-free instance is called a ground  
instance.
T h e o r e m  6 .14
Let > rpo he induced by  a well-precedence. Then  =^Coii is term inating  i f  
L  =4*rootL,i->r R  im plies L  > rpo R, for every rule I —>■ r in 1Z and every ground  
instance L o f I.
Using the  precedence of Figure 15, we can convince ourselves th a t bo th  rew rite 
rules of Exam ple 6.1 satisfy the  condition of Theorem  6.14. Thus, we obtain  an 
alternative proof for the  term ination  of =^Coii over th a t system . We now give a 
fu rther exam ple for the  use of the  recursive p a th  order.
E x a m p le  6.3
Consider the  following rew rite system:
-■ t rue  A f a l s e  —> - i - i - i t r u e  
- i-ix —> x A x 
-■t rue  —> f a l s e
Again, te rm  rew riting is not term inating , which can be seen as follows:
-■t rue  A f a l s e  —> - i - i - i t r u e  —>■ - i t r u e  A - i t r u e  —>■ - i t r u e  A f a l s e  —> . . .
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However, term ination  of =^Coii can easily be checked by m eans of Theorem  6.14, 
using the  well-precedence of Figure 16.
□ □
r - 1- .  “ I ^ î—  t r u e  —I f a l s e
Figure 16: A well-precedence for Exam ple 6.3
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7 C onfluence
An im portan t consequence of the  com pleteness of =^Coii for equational proofs 
(Corollary 5.3) is th a t if =^Coii is convergent, validity of equations can be decided 
by a =^con-based reduction procedure. In this section we take a look at the  relation 
between =^Coii and —>■ w ith  respect to  confluence, which is ju s t opposite to  the 
relation w ith respect to  term ination: confluence of =^Coii stric tly  implies confluence 
of —K W ith  respect to  convergence, however, there  is the  same relation as in the 
case of term ination . T hat is, =^Coii is convergent for m ore system s th an  —K Besides 
these issues, we address decidability and m odularity  of confluence, confluence of 
plain te rm  graph rew riting, and confluence m odulo bisim ilarity.
7.1 The relation to  term  rew riting
We s ta rt w ith two counterexam ples from  [88] to  dem onstrate  th a t confluence of 
te rm  rew riting implies neither confluence of =>■ nor confluence of =^Coii-
E x a m p le  7.1
Suppose th a t 1Z is given as follows:3
f (x ) g (X, X
a b
S(a 5 k) c
g (b , b ) f ( a )
Using s truc tu ra l induction on term s, it can be shown th a t every te rm  has a unique 
norm al form. So te rm  rew riting is norm alizing and confluent. B ut Figure f 7 shows 
th a t =>■ is neither norm alizing nor confluent. The same applies to  =^Coii, as the 
collapse step A g(b ,b )  >- V g(b ,b )  does not essentially change the  situation. The 
problem  here is th a t the  sharing created by the  rule f ( x )  —>■ g ( x ,x )  prevents the 
rew rite step g(a,  a) —>■ g(a ,  b), which is necessary to  reduce g(a,  a) to  c.
E x a m p le  7.2
In the  case of =^Coii, confluence is not even guaranteed over an orthogonal one-rule 
system . Consider the  rule
a —ï  f  (a)
3It is interesting to  note th a t the same system  was independently invented as a counterex­
am ple to  completeness of (term -based) basic narrowing [77].
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Figure 17: Non-confluence of =>■ and =^Coii
and suppose th a t E contain a b inary  function symbol g. Figure 18 shows two =^coir 
derivations starting  from  Ag(a, a), where the  resulting graphs do not have a com­
m on reduct. (The graphs derivable on the  left represent the  term s g ( fn(a), f n(a)), 
n >  1, while the  graphs derivable on the  right represent g ( fn(a), f n +  1(a)), n >  0.)
gua
g/\a a
g 
/ \  
a f
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a a a
Figure 18: Non-confluence of =^Coii
As m entioned above, confluence behaves opposite to  term ination  in th a t it carries 
over from  =^Coii to  —>. This fact has a straightforw ard proof by the  com pleteness 
of ~~f’coll for te rm  convertibility.
T h e o r e m  7.1 ([88])
I f  —y~coii is conßuent, then —>■ is conßuent as well.
Proof
Let =^coii be confluent and consider term s s, t and u such th a t s <—* t — u. 
Choose any te rm  graphs S  and U such th a t term (S') =  s and te rm ([/) =  u. Since 
s u, Corollary 5.3 gives S  -v^oii U ■ Hence, by confluence, there is some term  
graph W  such th a t S  =^*0n ^  ^ œ ii U (note th a t confluence is equivalent to 
the  Church-Rosser property, see Lem m a 2.4). By soundness of =^Coii, th is implies 
s — t erm(Wr) <—* u. Thus —> is confluent. OJ
This result holds analogously for local confluence [89]. Note also th a t in Exam ple
7.1, => and =^Coii are not even locally confluent.
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D espite the  fact th a t confluence does not carry over from  te rm  to  te rm  graph 
rew riting, norm al forms w ith respect to  =^Coii are unique if and only if te rm  
norm al forms are unique. In o ther words, the  possible non-confluence of =^Coii 
over a confluent te rm  rew riting system  has no im pact on the  uniqueness of norm al 
forms. To prove this, we need the  following lem m a.
L e m m a  7.2
A  term  graph G is a norm al form  w ith respect to  =^Coii i f  &nd only i f  G is fu lly  
collapsed and  term(G') is a norm al form  w ith respect to  —K
Recall th a t an abstrac t reduction system  (A, —y) has unique norm al fo rm s  if 
whenever a b for norm al forms a and 6, then  a =  b.
T h e o r e m  7.3 ([89])
The relation  =^Coii has unique norm al form s i f  and only i f  —y has unique norm al 
forms.
Proof
Let =^coii have unique norm al forms. Consider te rm  norm al forms t and u such 
th a t t u. T hen SJt -\4>*oll Vu by com pleteness of =^Coii- By Lem m a 7.2, SJt and 
Vu are norm al forms w ith respect to  =^Coii- Hence, by uniqueness of norm al forms, 
SJt =  Vu. W ith  Corollary 3.12 follows t = u.
Conversely, suppose th a t —>■ has unique norm al forms. Let G  and H  be te rm  graph 
norm al forms such th a t G  -w-pon H . Then term(G') te rm ( iï)  by soundness of 
=^coii, and bo th  term s are norm al forms by Lem m a 7.2. Thus, uniqueness of norm al 
forms gives term(G') =  te rm (iï) .  Hence G  =  Vterm(G') =  V term (i7) = H  by the 
uniqueness of fully collapsed te rm  graphs (Lem m a 3.9). OJ
As a consequence of this result, confluence carries over from  te rm  rew riting to 
=^coii if the  la tte r  is norm alizing. In particu lar, =^coii is convergent whenever te rm  
rew riting is convergent.
C oro llary  7.4
(1) Suppose tha t =^coii is normalizing. Then  =^coii is conßuent i f  and only i f  —y 
is conßuent.
(2) I f  —> is convergent, then  =^coii is convergent as well.
Proof
(1) The “only i f ’-direction is contained in Theorem  7.1. Conversely, let =^coii be 
norm alizing and —> be confluent. The la tte r  im plies th a t —> has unique norm al 
forms (see Lem m a 2.4). Hence, by Theorem  7.3, =^Coii has unique norm al forms 
as well. B ut it is easy to  verify th a t a norm alizing relation w ith unique norm al 
forms is confluent.
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(2) By Theorem  6.1, term ination  of —>■ implies term ination  of =^Coii- In particu lar, 
=^coii is norm alizing then. Hence, by (1), confluence carries over from  —>■ to  =^Coii-
OJ
The next exam ple shows th a t the  converse of the  second part of Corollary 7.4 
does not hold. T hat is, the  class of te rm  rew riting system s over which =^Coii is 
convergent stric tly  contains the  class of convergent te rm  rew riting systems.
E x a m p le  7.3
Consider the  following system:
f (x )  g (x ,x )  
a — > b 
g(a,b) f (a )
Again it can be shown th a t every te rm  has a unique norm al form, im plying th a t 
te rm  rew riting is confluent. B ut —>■ is not term inating , as there is the  following 
infinite rew rite sequence:
f  (a) g(a, a) g(a, b) f  (a)
Using the  recursive p a th  order induced by the  well-precedence of Figure 19, it is 
not difficult to  see th a t Theorem  6.14 ensures term ination  of =^Coii- Then Corollary 
7.4(1) guarantees th a t =^Coii is confluent, and hence convergent.
Figure 19: A well-precedence for Exam ple 7.3 
7.2 D ecidability  and com bined system s
Analogously to  the  situation  for te rm  rew riting [68], term ination  of =^Coii implies 
th a t confluence can be decided by an analysis of so-called critical pairs. We sta te  
the  decidability of confluence w ithout entering into the  technicalities of critical 
pairs for te rm  graph rew riting, which can be found in [89, 90].
T h e o r e m  7.5 ([89])
There is an algorithm  tha t solves the following problem:
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Instance: A  ßn ite  term  rew riting system  7Z such tha t =^Coii is term inating. 
Question: Is =^Coii conßuent?
Note th a t by the  com bination of this result w ith Corollary 7.4(1), if =^Coii is 
term inating , then  confluence of te rm  rew riting is decidable as well.
Next we consider confluence of =^Coii over com bined system s. In contrast to  con­
fluence of te rm  rew riting [99], confluence of =^Coii is not a m odular property. In 
fact, confluence m ay be destroyed ju s t by extending the  set E of function symbols. 
This can be seen from  Exam ple 7.2, where =^Coii is confluent when E =  {a, f} . 
A fter adding a b inary  symbol g, confluence breaks down.
We will see, however, th a t convergence of =^Coii is preserved by the  union of two 
crosswise disjoint system s if the ir left-hand sides do not m utually  overlap.
D efin it io n  7 .6  (N o n -in te r fer in g  s y s te m s)
Two te rm  rew riting system  TZo and 7Z\ are non-interfering  if no left-hand side of 
7Zi overlaps a left-hand side of 7^i_¿, for i =  0,1.
As in Subsection 6.2, we w rite for the  relation =^Coii over a te rm  rew riting 
system  7Z.
T h e o r e m  7 .7  ([88])
Let TZo U 7Z\ he the union o f two crosswise disjoint and non-interfering term  
rew riting system s. I f  =?n0 &nd = 4 ^  are convergent, then  =^koUKi is convergent 
as well.
Recently, this result was extended by relaxing crosswise disjointness [72], The 
preservation of convergence contrasts w ith the  situation  for te rm  rew riting, where 
even disjoint unions need not preserve this property. The following counterexam ­
ple was given in [31].
E x a m p le  7 .4
Consider the  following two system s w ith disjoint function symbols:
f ( x , x , x )
2
2
2
x
y
r f (o, i , x)
I f ( x , y , z )
i î :
n f  g ( * , y , y )  ^  
I g (x , x ,y)
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It can be shown th a t te rm  rew riting is convergent for bo th  system s. B ut the  union 
TZq U IZi is not term inating:
f ( g ( 0 , l , l ) , g ( 0 , l , l ) , g ( 0 , l , l ) )
Theorem  7.7 shows th a t =^k0liKi is convergent, since =?n0 and = 4 ^  are convergent 
by Corollary 7.4(2). In particu lar, every exhaustive rew rite sequence starting  from 
A f  (g(0,  1, l ) ,  g ( 0 , 1, l ) ,  g ( 0 , 1, l ) )  ends in the  unique norm al form  A2.
7.3 P lain  term  graph rew riting and confluence m odulo  
bisim ilarity
So far we have concentrated  on confluence of te rm  graph rew riting w ith collapsing. 
This subsection presents some confluence results for plain te rm  graph rew riting 
and for the  relations =4*bi and = ^ .  (For the  first two theorem s, the  reader m ay 
wish to  look up Definition 5.5 which introduces orthogonal system s.)
T h e o r e m  7.8 ([95])
I f  7Z is orthogonal, then  =>- is sub com m utative.
This result was proved in a technical fram ework which slightly differs from  the 
present one. The proof actually  shows th a t =>- is subcom m utative for the  larger 
class of non-overlapping te rm  rew riting system s. Beyond non-overlapping sys­
tem s, however, there is v irtually  no significant class of system s for which =>- is 
confluent. By the  next exam ple, =>- need not be confluent even for left-linear, 
convergent te rm  rew riting systems.
E x a m p le  7.5
The left-linear system
f ( x )  g (x ,x )
f  (a) g(a ,a)
is clearly convergent under te rm  rew riting, bu t Figure 20 shows th a t plain te rm  
graph rew riting is not confluent.
This exam ple suggests to  consider a version of confluence where joining deriva­
tions need not end in the  same graph bu t only in bisim ilar graphs.
f ( 0 , g ( 0 , 1, l ) , g ( 0 , 1, 1))
f (0 ,g (2 ,  2, l ) , g ( 0 , 1, 1))
f (0 ,  l , g ( 0 , 1,1))
f ( g ( 0 , 1 , l ) , g ( 0 , 1 , l ) , g ( 0 , 1,1))
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g f  g 
( ) -<= I => / \a a a a
Figure 20: Non-confluence of =>- 
D efin it io n  7 .9  (C on flu en ce  m o d u lo  b is im ila r ity )
A binary  relation ^  on te rm  graphs is confluent modulo bisim ilarity  if whenever 
G  i G  ~  H  H i, there  are te rm  graphs G 2  and H 2  such th a t Gi G 2  ~  
H 2  * H i.
For plain te rm  graph rew riting, confluence m odulo bisim ilarity  and confluence 
are incom parable [7]. B ut bo th  properties hold for orthogonal systems.
T h e o r e m  7 .10  ([7])
I f  7Z is orthogonal, then  =>- is conßuent m odulo  hisimilarity.
It is w orth m entioning th a t “orthogonal” cannot be generalized to  “non­
overlapping” . To ensure th a t =>- is confluent m odulo bisim ilarity  for a confluent, 
non-orthogonal te rm  rew riting system , =>- has to  be norm alizing.
T h e o r e m  7.11 ([7])
I f  7Z is left-linear, —> conßuent and  =>- normalizing, then  =>- is conßuent m odulo  
hisimilarity.
Here norm alization of =>- cannot be relaxed to  norm alization of — as is w itnessed 
by Exam ple 7.1, and left-linearity  cannot be dropped either. M oreover, the  result 
can be strengthened in th a t =>- is even Church-Rosser modulo bisim ilarity , see [6].
The last result in this section shows th a t =4*bi and are confluent exactly  for 
all confluent te rm  rew riting systems.
T h e o r e m  7.12 ([7, 6])
The following are equivalent:
(1) =^ >bi is conßuent.
(2) is conßuent.
(3) —>■ is conßuent.
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We finally m ention th a t for =^Coii, =^coPy and =^b¡, confluence m odulo bisim ilarity  
is equivalent to  confluence. More generally, this applies to  every relation on te rm  
graphs the  transitive closure of which contains ^  or ^  (see [6]).
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8 Term G raph N arrow ing
N arrowing combines te rm  rew riting w ith unification in order to  solve equations: 
given an equation s w i, the  goal is to  generate a substitu tion  a  such th a t 
1Z |= (t(s) ~  &{t)- Narrowing originates from  the  area of theorem  proving and is 
used as an operational principle for com bining functional and logic program m ing. 
See [48] for a survey of the  la tte r  application.
In this section we study term  graph narrowing , a graph-based form  of narrowing 
which combines te rm  graph rew riting w ith te rm  unification. As in the  case of 
rew riting, the  m otivation for sharing (and collapsing) com mon subexpressions is 
to  im prove the  efficiency of com putations in tim e and space.
Narrowing is said to  be com plete if for every solution of an equation, it can gener­
ate a solution th a t is at least as general. W hile conventional narrowing is com plete 
whenever te rm  rew riting is norm alizing and confluent, for te rm  graph narrowing 
one has to  require th a t =^Coii is norm alizing and confluent. In Subsection 8.2 we 
discuss the  com pleteness of two restric ted  forms of te rm  graph narrowing, called 
m inim ally collapsing and m axim ally collapsing narrowing. O ur presentation  is 
based on [46, 45].
8.1 Term graph narrowing
We will need substitu tions replacing variables in te rm  graphs by te rm  graphs. A 
pair x /G  consisting of a variable x  and a te rm  graph G  is a substitution pair. 
It is applied to  an x-labelled edge e in a te rm  graph H  by rem oving e, adding 
(disjointly) G, and identifying res(e) w ith roo t^ .
D efin it io n  8.1 (T erm  graph  su b s t i tu t io n )
A term  graph substitution  is a finite set a  =  { x i / G i , . . ., x n/ G n} of substitu tion  
pairs such th a t x 1?. . . , x n are pairwise d istinct and x¿ ^  term(G'¿) for i =  1,. . . , n. 
Given a te rm  graph H , applying x \ j G \ , . . . }x n/ G n sim ultaneously to  all edges 
labelled w ith x 1?. . ., x n yields the  te rm  graph Ha.
The domain  of a  is the  set D om (a) =  { x i , . . . , x n}, and its composition  w ith  a 
te rm  graph substitu tions ß  is defined by
a ß  = { x / G ß  I x / G  G a  and x  ^  te rm (Gß)}  U { y / H  G ß  \ y ^  D om (a)}
to  satisfy H ( a ß )  =  (H a ) ß  for every te rm  graph H.
A te rm  graph substitu tion  a  induces the  te rm  substitu tion  a term: T s,x  —^ Ts,x 
m apping to  term(G'¿), for i =  1,. . ., n, and each o ther variable to  itself. Given
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a te rm  substitu tion  a  and a te rm  t, we will w rite t a  in place of a{t).  We m ay 
represent a  by the  set { x i / t i , . . ., x n/ t n} if x¿<r =  for i =  1,. . . , n and xcr =  x 
for each other variable x.
A variant of a te rm  rew rite rule I —y r is a rule of the  form  la  —y r a } where a  is an 
injective substitu tion  m apping variables to  variables. A set of term s { t i , . . ., t n} is 
unifiable if there is a substitu tion  a  such th a t t \a  = t 2a  =  • • • =  t na. In this case 
a  can be chosen as a m ost general unifier, m eaning th a t for every substitu tion  r  
w ith t\T  =  t 2r  =  • • • =  t nT there  exists a substitu tion  p such th a t r  =  p o a  (see 
for exam ple [11]).
D efin it io n  8.2  (T erm  graph  narrow ing)
Let G  and H  be te rm  graphs, U a set of non-variable nodes in G, I —y r a 
variant of a rule in 7Z} and a  a te rm  graph substitu tion . There is a narrowing step 
G ^u ,i-^ r ,a  H  if a term is a m ost general unifier of {terniG(u) | u G U} U {/}, and
G a y  G' = >  H
V, l—ïr
for some collapsing c: Go, —>■ G' such th a t U =  {v \ civ)  =  u}.
We denote such a step also by G H.  A term  graph narrowing derivation  is 
sequence of the  form  G = G\ ~^>ai G 2  ~ ^ > a 2  ■ ■ ■ Gn =  H . It m ay be denoted
by G ~^>*a H , where a  =  a ,\a 2  . . . a n_i if n >  2 and a  =  0 if n =  1.
From now on we assum e th a t 1Z contains the  rule x = ? x —> t r u e ,  where the 
b inary  symbol = ? and the  constant t r u e  do not occur in any other rule. A goal is 
a te rm  of the  form  s = ? t such th a t s and t do not contain = ? and t r u e .  A solution 
of this goal is a substitu tion  a  satisfying sa  ta  (equivalently: 1Z |= sa  ss ta).
E x a m p le  8.1
Let 7Z consist of the  following rules:
0 +  x —> x
s (x ) +  y  s (x +  y)
O x x  - )  0 
s ( x ) X  y ->■ (x X y) +  y 
?x =  • x —> t r u e
Suppose th a t we want to  solve the  goal (z X z) +  (z X z) = ? s(z). Figure 21 shows 
a te rm  graph narrow ing derivation starting  from  the  fully collapsed te rm  graph 
representing this goal. The tab le  below the  derivation gives the  applied rew rite 
rules and the  involved te rm  substitu tions. In each step, the  set U of Definition
8.2 is a singleton. Note th a t steps (c), (d) and (e) are nothing bu t =^-steps, and 
th a t step (f) consists of a collapse step followed by a =^-step. The derivation
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com putes the  te rm  substitu tion  {x /0 , x '/s (0 ) ,  y /s (0 ) , z / s ( 0)}. R estricting this 
substitu tion  to  the  variables of the  goal yields the  solution { z /s (0 )} . Solving the 
same goal by term -based narrow ing requires nine steps, dem onstrating  th a t te rm  
graph narrowing can speed up the  com putation  of solutions.
Given substitu tions a  and r ,  and V  Ç X, we w rite a = n  t  [V] if xcr x t  for 
each x  £ V,  and a <-ji r  [V] if there  is a substitu tion  p such th a t op = n  t  [V]. 
The set of variables occurring in a te rm  graph G  is denoted by Var(G'), th a t is, 
Var(G') =  labG(E G) D X.
T h e o r e m  8 .3  (S o u n d n ess  and c o m p le te n e ss  o f  narrow ing)
Let G be a term  graph such tha t term(G') is a goal s = ? t.
(1) I f  G  A t r u e ,  then o te™ is a solution o f s = ? t.
(2) I f  =^coii is norm alizing and conßuent, then for every solution a o f s = ? t there  
exists  a narrowing derivation G ~^>*ß A tru e  such tha t ß term < n  a  [Var(G')].
In the  sequel, we will refer to  the  conclusion of sta tem en t (2) as completeness of 
te rm  graph narrowing.
E x a m p le  8.2
This exam ple shows th a t te rm  grapn narrowing is not com plete in general for a 
confluent and norm alizing te rm  rew riting system , although term -based narrowing 
is com plete for such system s [78]. As a counterexam ple we can use the  system  of 
Exam ple 7.1:
f (x ) g (x , x
a b
g ( a , b ) c
g (b , b ) f ( a )
A fter adding the  rule x = ? x —> t r u e ,  te rm  rew riting rem ains norm alizing and 
confluent. Since f  (a) is reducible to  c, the  em pty  substitu tion  is a solution of the 
goal f  (a) = ? c . B ut Figure 22 dem onstrates th a t te rm  graph narrowing— which 
for a variable-free goal is ju s t a com bination of collapsing and rew riting— cannot 
solve the  goal f  (a) = ? c. Note th a t in this exam ple, =^coii is neither norm alizing 
nor confluent (see Figure 17 for the  absense of confluence).
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(b)
'SA*
(e)
/\
S i\/
sl
step rew rite rule substitu tion
(a) s(x) X  y ->■ (x X y) +  y { y /s (x ) , z /s (x )}
(b) 0 x  x' —> 0 r>
r o U1 o
(c) 0 +  x —> x { x /s(0 )}
(d) s (x ) +  y s (x +  y) {x /0 , y /s (0 )}
(e) 0 +  x —> x jx /s (0 )}
(f) x = ? x —> t r u e jx /s ( s (0 ) )}
t r u e
(f)
Figure 21: A te rm  graph narrow ing derivation
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Figure 22: Incom pleteness of te rm  graph narrowing
8.2 M inim ally and m axim ally collapsing narrowing
In this subsection we consider the  com pleteness of two restric ted  forms of te rm  
graph narrowing where all steps contain a m inim al or m axim al collapsing, respec­
tively.
D efin it io n  8 .4  (M in im a l co llap sin g)
A collapsing G M  is m inim al w ith  respect to  a redex (v } I —y r) in M  if for 
each te rm  graph M ' w ith  G  ^  M ' M  and each preim age v' of v in M ', the  pair 
( i/, I —y r) is not a redex.
In particu lar, if G  equals M , then  G M  is m inim al since no M ' w ith  G  ^  M ' >~ 
M  exists. A proper collapsing G >- M  is m inim al only if I —y r is not left-linear 
and cannot be applied at any preim age of v in G.
D efin it io n  8.5  (M in im a lly  co l lap sin g  narrow ing)
A te rm  graph narrowing derivation is m inim ally collapsing if for each narrowing 
step G  i—y G a y  G' =^vj^ . r H , the  collapsing G a  ^  G' is m inim al w ith respect 
to  the  redex (u, I —y r).
For exam ple, the  derivation of Figure 21 is m inim ally collapsing. Note th a t in a 
m inim ally collapsing step G ^ u , i^ r ,a  H , the  set U m ust be a singleton. It tu rns 
out th a t Theorem  8.3 can be strengthened by replacing unrestric ted  te rm  graph 
narrow ing w ith m inim ally collapsing narrowing.
T h e o r e m  8 .6  (C o m p le te n e s s  o f  m in im a l ly  co l lap sin g  narrow ing)
M inim ally  collapsing narrowing is com plete whenever =^coii is norm alizing and  
conßuent.
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We now tu rn  to  m axim ally collapsing narrowing, th a t is, we consider narrowing 
derivations in which all involved collapse steps yield fully collapsed te rm  graphs.
D efin it io n  8 .7  (M a x im a l ly  co l lap sin g  narrow ing)
A te rm  graph narrow ing derivation is m aximally collapsing if for each narrowing 
step G  i—y G a y  G' =?vj ^ . r H , the  te rm  graph G' is fully collapsed.
E x a m p le  8.3
Consider the  rules
exp(O) —> s (0)
exp (s (x ) )  —>■ exp(x)  +  exp(x)
specifying the  function exp: n y 2n on n a tu ra l num bers. Figure 23 dem onstrates 
th a t m axim ally collapsing narrow ing can solve a goal of the  form
exp(x)  = ? s(0)  +  • • • +  s(0)
2n-tim es
in n +  2 steps if the  goal is suitably represented. (Substitu tions are represented 
only by those parts  affecting the  variables in the  graphs.) In contrast, bo th  tree- 
based narrowing and m inim ally collapsing narrow ing need a num ber of steps 
exponential in n to  solve such a goal.
W hile m inim ally collapsing narrowing is com plete when te rm  graph rew riting is 
norm alizing and confluent, the  following counterexam ple shows th a t this is not 
the  case for m axim ally collapsing narrowing.
E x a m p le  8 .4
Consider the  following te rm  rew riting system:
g(x ,y)  s ( a 5a )
a  —> b 
g ( a , b) b
?x =  • x —>■ t r u e
Here =^Coii is norm alizing and confluent, which can be shown by induction on the 
size of te rm  graphs. B ut the  tree Ag(a,  a) cannot be reduced to  its norm al form 
Ab if proper rew rite steps are preceded by m axim al collapse steps, as shown in 
Figure 24. It follows th a t m axim ally collapsing narrow ing cannot solve the  goal 
g(a,  a) = ? b, although g(a,  a) and b are clearly equivalent.
Com pleteness of m axim ally collapsing narrow ing can be ensured, however, by 
strengthening norm alization to  term ination .
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Figure 23: A m axim ally collapsing narrow ing derivation
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Figure 24: Incom pleteness of m axim ally collapsing narrowing
T h e o r e m  8 .8  (C o m p le te n e s s  o f  m a x im a l ly  co l lap sin g  narrow ing)
M axim ally  collapsing narrowing is complete whenever  =^Coii is convergent.
N ote th a t as a corollary of this result, m axim ally collapsing narrow ing is com plete 
for all convergent te rm  rew riting systems.
8.3 Bibliographic notes
The present definition of te rm  graph narrow ing was in troduced in [46]. It extends 
the  definition in [45] in th a t the  la tte r  corresponds to  the  special case where all 
nodes in the  set U represent the  same term . The paper [46] also studies basic 
te rm  graph narrowing, an analogue to  basic term -based narrowing [55]. Roughly 
speaking, this strategy  forbids narrow ing steps at nodes th a t have been created 
by the  substitu tions of previous steps. It tu rns out th a t m inim ally collapsing basic 
narrow ing is com plete if =^Coii is innerm ost norm alizing and confluent, and th a t 
Theorem  8.8 holds for m axim ally collapsing basic narrow ing as well.
Basic narrow ing on te rm  graphs is also addressed in [70], bu t the  kind of narrowing 
used there (going back to  [44]) does not provide for a collapsing between the 
application of the  unifier and the  rew rite step. As a consequence, narrowing is 
incom plete for a non-left-linear system  like { f (x ,  x) —>■ a} (consider, for exam ple, 
the  goal f (x ,  y) = ? a).
Narrowing on jungles, using conditional rew rite rules, is considered in [25]. N ar­
rowing steps are based on jungle pushouts, leading to  a kind of m inim ally col­
lapsing narrowing. The results in [25] aim  at showing the  correctness of a con­
crete im plem entation of conditional narrowing. In [32], narrowing on possibly 
cyclic te rm  graphs is studied, and an optim al strategy  is given for the  class of 
constructor-based orthogonal te rm  rew riting systems.
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9 Further Topics
We briefly m ention some topics in te rm  graph rew riting th a t have not been dis­
cussed in the  preceding sections.
O ptim ality  of reduction strategies— in the  sense of finding a norm al form  in a 
m inim al num ber of steps— is investigated in [95, 96, 97, 76]. Essential for these 
considerations is the  subcom m utativ ity  of plain te rm  graph rew riting over or­
thogonal systems.
There are a few papers describing im plem entations of te rm  graph rew riting. So- 
called concurrent term rewriting is addressed in [40, 65], while [60, 39, 13] deal 
w ith the  te rm  graph rew rite language Dactl. A report on an im plem entation which 
enforces full collapsing can be found in [58].
Aspects of te rm  graph rew riting relevant for the  design, im plem entation and 
analysis of functional program m ing languages are discussed in [85, 3, 2], In [49] the 
technique of mem oization , which keeps com puted values for la ter use, is realized 
by te rm  graph rew riting.
In [22, 24, 23] it is shown how to  sim ulate logic program m ing by te rm  graph 
rew riting.
W hile this survey is restric ted  to  acyclic te rm  graphs and finitary te rm  rew riting, 
one m ay also consider cyclic graphs and infinitary te rm  rew riting. The in terested  
reader m ay consult [36, 37, 63, 64, 18, 20].
Further issues th a t have been considered are te rm  graph rew riting over condi­
tional te rm  rew riting system s [82], the  relation between te rm  graph rew riting and 
event structures [62, 17], and the  term -generating power of context-free “jungle 
gram m ars” [35].
The area of graph reduction for the  lam bda calculus is rela ted  to  te rm  graph 
rew riting, bu t is beyond the  scope of this survey. For inform ation about this 
topic, we refer to  [8, 5] and the  references given there.
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